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This study attempted to discover what a group ofAmerican college students
considered the ideal love relationship. Sixty males and 60 females judged
hypothetical romantic role pairs along 28 role differential scales. Data analyses
showed that subjects expected married couples to display more absorption and
dependence as well as warmth without idealization "dative to unmarried couples;
males also expected more sensitivity. Female subjects prescribed more sensitivity
and warmth from men than ",en thought they should exhibit; males prescribed
more absorption and dependence. and approach-avoidance from women. Women
also seemed more concerned that theIr independence be respected. It was suggested
that as American women a.ulI"'~ ",o~ independence, they expect both sexes (0
display equal amounts of romantic behavior.

NORMATIVE CONCEPTIONS
OF ROMANTICLOVEIN
AMERICAN SOCIETY
A number of well known writers have
described what they considerto be an ideal love
relationship. Erikson (1950), finds a mutual
calibration of moodand activity to be essential.
To Fromm (1956), qualities suchas giving,care,
respect, and responsibility are most important.
.Both Erikson and Fromm agree that the
retention of one's identity is a prerequisite to
successful intimacy. Maslow (1970), as part of
=lis studies on self-actualized persons, notes
that love among such people had certain
definite characteristics. These include mutual
openness, the pooling of needs, and a sense of
fun and gaiety, among others. Rubin (1970),
attempted to develop a scale of romantic love
and found that many of these qualities do in
fact discriminate between feelings of love as
opposed to mere liking for another individual.
This studyis an attempt to discover what a
group of American college students consider to

be the ideal romantic love relationship, It was
undertaken in light of the changing social and
economic roles of women in American society
(cf. Deckard, 1975;Huber, 1973). Many women
in contemporary American are approaching
economic independence (Deckard, 1975).
Young, educated women in particular are
supportive of women's rights issues (Welch,
1975:222) and favor a re-examination of sex
roles. Weexpected these ideas to be rtiflected in
their conceptions of the ideal romatnic
relationship.
The association between the sexes'
respective economic roles and romanticlove has
been examined by Coppinger and Rosenblatt
(1968), Rosenblatt (1970), and Dion and Dion
(1973). Coppinger and Rosenblatt conducted a
cross-cultural study of subsistence interdependence of spouses and their orientation
toward romantic love. They discovered that in
societies where man and woman could survive
economically withoutone another romanticlove
was importantin securingthe maritalbond. On
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the other hand, in societieswhere couples depend
on each other economically, romatic love was not
important. Coppinger and Rosenblatt reasoned
that couples in the latter type of societies do not
require romantic love as a foundation for their
marital alliance, which instead finds strength in
mutual material assistance. Rosenblatt (1970)
further suggested that when a. women is
economically dependent on a man it is to her.
interest to stress romantic love in order to deemphasize her economic alliance on her spouse.
Regarding this hypothesis, Dion and Dion (1973)
found that American women, who traditionally
play a minor economic role relative to their
spouse, tend to exhibit more "pragmatic love"
than doAmerican men; i.e. theyuse romantic love
as an inducement for men to agree to marry them
as the women offerno material input of their own.
Given the changes in women's roles noted
by Deckard (1975) and discussed in Huber
(1973), 'and the considerations noted above, it
would be reasonable to expect that college
women today would prescribe romatic equality
between the sexes in correspondence to their
increasing equality in economic behavior. Men,
on the other hand, while acknowledging the
changing economic role of women seem unsure
as to how to react to it (cf. Komarovsky, 1973:
88). We hoped this study would shed some light
on the way they feel about romatic relationships
within the context of these changes.
The main goal of the present study,therefore,
was to determine what differences exist between
the sexes in their conceptions of the ideal way
in which romantic partners shouldact towardsone
another. This was accomplished by having male
and female college students judge hypothetical
role pairs in romatic day's.
In the process of eliciting these judgments,
. another variable was included: having subjects
judge married or unmarried romantic partners
(i.e. judging husband-wife pairs or boyfriendgirldfriend pairs). This was included for two
reasons. First, a husband-wife pair might be seen
as having a firmer commitment to one another
and might therefore be expected to exhibit some
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. of the behaviors described by Erikson, Fromm,
and Maslow to a greater degreee. On the other
hand, boyfriend-girldfriend pairs in a premarital
state are usually seen to have more of aromatic
aura about them, especiallyin popular fiction. We
were therefore curious to see if subjects would
prescribe different behaviors for married vs.
!
unmarried couples as role pairs..
To achieve these goals, the use of role
differentials seemed particularly appropriate.
Role differentials werte developed by Triandis
(1972) as a means of determing how people
expect one member of a role pair to act towards .
the other member along a number of scales or
dimensions. A more detailed description of their
use appears in the next section.
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'MEmODOLOGY
The basic design used in this research
was 2 x 2 x 2 factorial design. The three
independent variables were: (1) rnalevs. dernale
subjects; (2) the marital status of the stimulus
pairs, i.e.,judging hypothetical husband-wife vs.
boyfriend-girlfriend pairs; and (3) the sex of the
stimulus actors, i.e., judging husbands and
boyfriendsvs. wives and girlfriends. The last two
variables were manipulated through the use of
four different questionnaires.

Sample. The sample consisted of 120 students
in a number of introductory anthropology classes
at the University of Pittsburgh. They were
distributed evenly across the eight experimental
conditions, with 15 subjects in each condition.
There were 60 males and 60 females who
participated in the study. Within each sex group,
.half the subjects responded to hypothetical
husband-wife role pairs while the other half
responded to hypothetical boyfriend-girlfriend
role pairs. Furthermore, half the subjects
responded to questionnaires wherein the male
member of the hypothetical role pair was the
actor and the female member was the object,
while the other half responded to questionnaires
wherein the wife or girlfriend was the actor and
the husband or boyfriend the object.
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Questionnaire. Four different questionnaires
wereused in the study. One versionwasdesigned
to elicitthe wayin which husbandswereexpected
to act towards their wives. Anotherversion was
designed to see how wives were expected to act
towards their husbands. The other two versions
were analogous to the first two except that
boyfriends and girldfriends were substitutedfor
husbandsand wivesas stimuli.

Each questionnaire contaied 28 role
differential items that described ways in which
one member of a romantic dyad might be
expectedto act (or avoid acting) towards his/her
partner; e.g.:
A husbands
should_:_._._._._._: should not
feel responsible for his wife.
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The task of the subjects was to judge each
.temon a sevenpointscaleand indicatethe degree
:0 which the stimulus actor should act or feel
:owards his partner in the specified way. One
might note that Triandis (1972)was interestedin
cctual percpetions and therefore used would"iould not on the bipolar ends of his scale. In this
E ludy, however, the foucs was on ideal
c mceptions, Thus, the verbas should-should not
rere used instead.
The 28 items were designed to tap a wide
rr nge of attitudes that were deemed relevant in
d.scribing the relationship within romatically
ir:.volved couples. Eleven of these items were
derived from Rubin's (1970) loving and liking
scales. The items that he found to best define his
fiv e loving and liking factors were adapted and
inrludcd. In addition to these, 17 others items
wereincludedwhichweredrawn mainlyfrom the
wr tings of Fromm,Maslow, and Erikson. The 28
ite.ns, as presented to the subjects, are listed in
Ta";le 1.
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FINDllNGS
The subjects' responses to the 28 items
were first factor analyzed in order to determine
theirbasicunderlyingdimensions. Each itemwas
scoredfrom 1 to 7 and an inter-item. correlation
matrix was computed across all 120 subjects.
A principal components analysis p~rfonned on
the matrix resulted in the extraction of nine
factors that accounted for 68 percent of the
variance. These factors were then subjected
to an orthogonal, varimax rotation, The nine
factors were named: (I) growth an4 bond formation, (2) respect for the partner's independence, (3) similarityto partner, (4) sensitivity
to partner, (5) respect foil' partner, (6) superficialityvs. depth, (7)absorption and dependence,
(8) approach-avoidance towards partner, and
(9) warmth without idealization. The rotated
factor loading matrix appears nn Table 1.
For each of the nine factors, a factor score
was computedfor each of the n20 subjects. The
factor scores were derived by averaging, with
equal weights, the scores on the variables that
loaded highest and defined that particular factor.
A variable loading .40 or higher on a factor was
said to define that factor. Defining variables that
loaded negatively were reverse scoredbefore the
computation of the factor scores.
The next stepwasto determinewhetherthere
was any variation within each of the nine factors
that couldbe attributed to the three independent
variables, either individually or in combination
withone another. In order to achievethis, a series
of nine 2 x 2 x 2 analyses of variance was
performed, one on each of the nine factors (see
Table 2). All three independent variables were
treated as fixed factors. The results Of this
procedure for each of the nine factors will now
be discussed.
Factor 1: Growth and BOr.Jd Formation.
Thisfactorwasdefined by fivevariables: touching
is an important part of the relationship (.66}, the
relationshipis growingand developing (.65), see
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Table 1. Rotated Factor Loadingsof the 28 items (DecimalPoints Omitted)
Irsml

I

feel toud!ing is iJDpOrtant
feel relatioll8iup is conStantly
growing and developing
60S
.64
see partDer in DeW ways
56
recognize faults in partner
find it· hard to get alOllg withOut plirtner
55'
W'
respect and encourage partner'1 independence
10
be pleased when partner
pursues interests on his own
02
think oftbe samethingS.. .
. .
m
feel like doingtbCsame thin8 as partner
be similarto partner .
.
23
should not have secrets ftom partite-04
share CODCer118 with partner
02
satisfy partner's needs
~
be sensitive to partner's needs
16
feel happy when partner- lucceeds
OS
think that partner is admired and respected
12
think that pu1ner is well adjusted
12
think that partiter 'I looks are important
29
lose self in partner
-21
,19
feel miserable if separatedfrom partner
IX)
feel possessivetowards partner
feel responsible for partner
10
do almost anything for partner
-09
look intopartner'seyes \Wenconversing
-02
-19
want to be same kind of per80II as partner
confide in partner
.
12
31
have a playful relationship with partner
" 12
have fund when with partner
Varianced Explainedby

III

IV

V

VI

VII

VIII .

IX

2i

07

20

09

17

22

24
24
02

-12

07

~2

28

-14

-IS

~6

28

18

IS

04

10

02

11

41·

-16

24

01

-22

. -23
30

-10
10

~7

~8

-19

39

~7

~6

81
79

OS

00

OS

~3

-2S

~2

-16

10

13

~

-13

~3

-06
00

21

09
16
19

~,

-07

OS

08

~S

IS

14

~8

23

06

02

14

~9

~1

IS

02

00
41
-19
04
04
-OS

39
18
41

24
02

~3

41

17

10

~1

-13

80

-03

~

73

-18
04
-80
S7
09
03
-27

08
03
34

69
69

-28

02
.06
13

66

-12

~2

~S

18
33

17

23
-13
78
S8

41

~

OS
IS

SS

OS

~S

43

00

~

2S

04
04
-13
4S
-41

11
11

29
37

-2S

40
40

• 10

17

SO

11

18
-14

~3

29

10
01

~S

00
03

-21

22

33

13

~8

-17

24

02

00

14
3S
14

3S
84
80
23
-OS
12
-06
21
10
10

~S

~S

08
26

-30

28

28

IS
19
32

01
-21
-20

-21
-18
04

~7

-17

17

22%

Factor

II

16

~1

24

10%

6%

6%

-78

~1

09

~1

SI

, S4
21
30
10
06

20

S%

4%

SO

12'

12
12
31

12
12

•

77

49

-01

4%

4%

Table 2. Analysis ofVariance Summary
Tableson Nine Factor Scores
Growth and
Bond Formation

Respectfor

Parmer's

Similarity
to parmer

Sen,itivity
to parmer

Respect

MS

F

MS

MS

<1

.S33

Independence
Source

OF

MS

F

MS

F

A (Sex ofSubject)
B (Marital Status of
StimulusCouple)
C (Sex of Ador)

1

341

<1

7.2S2

10.S31'

.408

1
1
1

sn
sn

1372
1372

.048

<1
2.SS2
<1
<1

l.S19
.469
1.7S2
3.741'
.7S2
.2S2
.682

2.22S
<1
2.S68
3.67S
1.103
<1

.S79
.07S
.023
3.67S
1.008
.890
1.294

AxB
AxC
BxC
AxBxC·

I

Error

. I'
I

,I

1
1
1
112

1.728
.001

.021
.709

<1 13.002
<1
.019
4.800
<·1
2.841 8.S33
<1
1.302
<1
.008
1.21S

F

<1

3.008 2.257

10.7OS" 1.268
<1
.490
3.9S2' .008
7.026" .67S
1.072
<1

F

<'1
<1
<1

<1
.408 < 1
.07S <1
1.333

•
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Signifcant at P = .OS
Significant at p = .01
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(Table 2 continued)
Summary Tables

~
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Soun:c
A (Sex of Subject)
B (Marital Status of
StimuI\18 Couple)
C (Sex of Actor)
!\xB
AxC
3xC
.\xBxC

:Mu

Superficiality VI. Depth

Ablorption and
Dependence

Approach-Avoidance

Warmth Without
Idealization

OF

F

MS

F

MS

MS

<1

1.337

1.003

4.033

1.278

7.008
1.337
.133
.448
.448
.779
1.332

S.280·
1.003
<1
7.089··
<1
<1

.133
.033

MS

1

.626

1
1
1
1
1
1
112

1.200
.033
.948

~1

1.009

aus

3316

1.481

I.S77

.OS9

<1

.939

2408
S.208
.07S

.300
1373

F
2.937
<1
<1

1.7S4
3.793·
<1
<1

R,408

7.sao
.008

.602
3.8S2
1302
.208
.678

F
'.076

U.OS6*·
<1
<•

S.679·
l.919

<1

Signifcant at P = . OS
Significant at P = .01
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panner in new ways (.64), recognize faults in
partner(.56), and hardto getalongwithout partner
(.55). Analysis of variance performed on the
factor scores derived from these 5 variables
resulted in no significant main or interaction
effects,
Factor 2: Respect for Partner's Indepardence. Two itemsclearlydefined this factor:
I'CJPect and encourage partner's independence
(.~ 1),and pleasedwhenpartner pursuesinterests
of his/her own (.79). Analysis of variance
performed on this factoryielded two significant
effects. The first of these was a main effect
between the sexes (F = 10.53, P < .01) with
female subjects in general prescribing more
respect for their partner's independence.
Hcwever, a significant sex of subject x sex of
stimulus actor interaction suggests that there is
mere to this main effect. Furtheranalysis ofthis
interaction revealed two interesting facts. The
first of these was a difference in the degree to
whishmaleand female subjects thought wives and
girlfriends should encourage independence in
thee males partners (5.65 vs. 6.43 on a seven
point scale). The other was a difference between
the sexes in the degree to which they think the
other sex should respect their independence
(6.27 vs. 5.65). Female subjects actually pre-

scribed more respect for female independence
than .male subjects prescribed for male
independence.
Ftlctor 3: Similtlrity Between Partners;
Three items loaded highly on this factor; think
of the same things as partners (.69), want to do
same things as partner (.69), and be similar to
partner (.66). The first two itemswere designed
to tap Erikson's idea of calibrating cycles
between intimate couples. The third item was
adapted from Rubin's (1970) liking (as 0l'iPOsed
to loving) scale. The analysis of variance
performed on this factor yielded no statistically
significant main or interaction effects.
Factor 4: Sensitivity to Portner. This factor
was defined by five items: have no secretsfrom
partner (.78), share partner's concerns (.58),
satisfy partner's needs (.55), be sensitive to
partner's needs (.40),and be happywhenpartner
succeeds at something important to hint/her
(.40). All of these items seemed to reflect some
amount of sensitivity to one's partner.
Variance analysis of this factor produced
three significant effects. The first of these was a
main effect on the marital status of the stimulus
couples (F = 10.70, P < .01). Subjects theught
that husbands and wives should express more

5.4
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sensitivity~oone. another than boyfriends and
girlfriends. A significant ,sex ofsubjectx marital
status of stimuli interaction (F = 3.95, p. < .05)
revealed that this was especially true for male

subjects, .
There was also' ll.s~glijJ.1.9ant sex .ofsubject

x sex of stim1tlUs·.~.;~~eraCtiQn·,(F= 7.03,
p. < .01) :Whi~h:w.3&Ofg~J.inier~~]<·Unner

analysis of tIiisintetactiOtti rev@e'd.a.diffetence
in the degree ·ofS¢IiSitiVity.malep~ers were
.expected to exhibitby nWes andfemale subjects .
.~e'spectively(4.56 .vs, 5.23). While both males
and females agreed on the amountof sensitivity
wives and girlfriends should' display, female
subjects prescribed more sensitivity from
husbands and boyfriends than male subjects
thought they shouldexhibit.
Factor 5: Respect for Partner, The items
that definedthis factorwere: view partner as an
admiredand respected person(.84),viewpartner
as being well adjusted(.80), and share concerns
(.41). The first two items' were adapted from
Rubin's (1970) liking (asopposed to loving) scale
and this factoressentially replicates his "respect"
factor. Analysis 'of variance on this factor
produced no significant main or interaction
effects.
Factor 6: SuperjiciDlity vs. Depth.. Three
items loaded highly on this factor: partner's
..looks are important (.45), (should not) rilose
oneself in partner (-.41) and (should not) feel
miserable when separatedfrom one's partner (.78). These three items appear to lie on a
dimension of superficiality vs. depth in a
relationship. Whileonemightexpect the subjects
to prescribe more depth in the relationship
.betweenhusbands and wives vis-a-vis boyfriends
and girlfriends, this Was not the case, Variance
analysis on this factor yielded no significant
effects.
Fector 7: Absoprtion IlIId Dependence.
This factor was defined by the following: feel
possessive towardspartner (.80),feel responsible
for one's partner (.54), partner's looks are
important (.51), satisrpartner's needs(.43), and
lose oneself in one's partner (.41)'. Though the
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computation of the factor scores was based on
these five items, another item,. find it difficult
to get along without partner, had a borderline
·.loadingof .39. '
.
The analysis of variance performed on this
factor produceda significant main effecton the
marital status of stimulus couple variable (F =
5.28, P < .05). In general, subjects thought
husbands and wives shouldbe more absorbed in
each other; relativeto boyfriends and girlfriends.
In addition to this, there was also a significant
sex of subject x sex of stimulus actor interaction
effect (F = 7.09, P < .01). Analysis of the cell
meanssuggested that this interactionlargelydue
to female subjects prescribing a low level of
absorption in their partners for wives and
girlfriends. ThislowratingrontrastssharplyWith
the degree to which male subjects prescribed
female absoprtion (3.50vs. 4.27)on the one hand,
and the degree to which female subjects
prescribed male absorption (also 3.s0 vs. 4.27),
on the other.
These comparisons lead to two conclusions.
First, while male and female subjects agree on
the ideal amount of male absorption and
dependence in a relationship, male subjects
prescribe significantly more absoprtion and
dependence than do female subjects when it
comes to female absorption and dependence.
·Second, female. subjects thought ~t husbands
and boyfriends should be more absorbed in their
wives and girlfriends than vice-versa.
Factor 8: Approilch-Avoidilnce. This
factor wasthe most difficult to interpret. .Its two
definingitemswere: want to be the same king of
person as partner (.57) and (should not) often
look into partner's eyeswhen conversing(-.80).
· While factor scores were based on these items
only, other items loading between .25 and .40
wereexamined to aid in the interpretationof the
factor. Thereweretwo such items: (shouldnot)
have fun with the partner (-.27) and (shouldnot)
· want to do the same things as partner.(-25).
Hence, there wereelementsofboth attractionand
distancingtowardsone's partner,
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•\n analysisof variance onthis factoryielded
a sig uficantsexofsubject x sexof stimulusactor
inter.iction effect (F = 3.79, P < .05). This was
due '~ ) a difference in the wayin whichwivesand
girlf:iendsarejudgedby maleand female subjects
respectively (3.38 vs. 2.60). While there is
agrement on the roles of husbands and boyfriends, male subjects prescribe more approachavoiJance behavior from wives and girlfriends
that; do females. It appearsthat the stereotype of
female coyness is still very much alive among
Americancollegemen today.
,Factor 9: Warmth Without ldeali:ation:.
This factorincludedthe following four items: be
able to confide in partner (.77), recognize faults
in pcrtner (.50), havea playfulrelationship (.49),
and ~>e sensitive to partner's needs. (.41). These
iten.r seemsto convey a feeling of warmthwhile
perceivingpartner withoutidealizinghim or her.
They also have one other thing in common:
Maslow (1970) found them to be typically
present in love relationships among selfactu.ilized persons.
The analysis of variance performed on this
factrr yieldedtwosignificanteffects. First, there
was a main effect on the marital stutus of the
stimulus couples (F = 11.06, P < .01). Not
surprisingly, subjects ideally expected husbands
and wives to displaymore warmth and perceive
eacl; other more accurately than boyfriends and
girl.riends,

The other significant effect was a sex of
x sex of stimulus actor interaction (F =
5.6[', P < .05). Further analysis revelaed a
diffrrencein the perceptionof male subjects visa-v."; female subjects regarding the degree of
war: ntha manshould display in a loverelationship
(5.! J vs. 5.92). Whilethere is agreementon the
fen.ile role in a relationship, female subjects
thorght that husbands and boyfriends, should
display more warmth and less idealization than
didrnale subjects. This interaction pattern was
sim:Jar to that which emerged on the sensitivity
factor,
sub~m

•
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DISCUSSION AND INTERPRETATION
The findings thus far preseated can be
grouped into three -general categories:
differences prescribed for married vs, unmarried
couples, disagreement over the male and! female
roles in a relationship, and the question of male
and femaleindependence.
The subjects in this study ideally expected
more absorption and dependence, as well as
warmth without idealization, from married
couples. In addition, male subjects also
prescribed more sensitivity from them. In spite
of many currently popular assaults on the
institutionof marriage, it seems that the college
students in our sample still ideally expect more
out of a married relationship vis-a-vis an
unmarried relationship. There is also some hint
that this difference in expectations may 'be more
marked among male subjects than female
subjects (cf. discussion on the sensitivity factor).
Of the nine factors, a significant S¢,.-: of
subject x sex of stimulus actor interaction
appeared in five of them. Two of these revealeda
disagreement betweenmale and fennale ~j~
with regard to the male role in a relaticnship.
Female subjects prescribed more sem;itivify and
warmth without idealization from husband$ and
boyfriends thanmalesubjects though~ theyshould
exhibit. It appearsthat ourfemale su~jects expect
men to be more emotionally involved in a
relationship than men envisionfor themselves.
Two other interactions revealed disagreements over the female role. Male subjects
prescribed more absorption and dependence as
well as approach-avoidance (or coynessj) for
wives and girlfriends than females iliouht they
should exhibit. The finding on absorption and
dependences suggests the male subjects' greater
concern with a possessiveness that secures the
bond. Women, however, think that men should
express more clearly romantic behavior such as
sensitivity and warmth than. men currentlyshow.
The interaction effect on the respect for
partner s independence factor was the most
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intriguing one. On this factor;..men actually... ~ tentative conclusions...They contend-that the
desired less independence dian 'women ·were·~.' . degree' ofeacll Individual's economic contri. willing to grant them. Furthermore, women::' bution: toa romantic dyad affects the romantic
orientation of the couple. It is possible that men
wanted men to respect their independence more'
than men wanted womento respect theirs. On this
operate with the notion that since they contribute
factor,therefore, both .male and female subjects
to the material side of a relationship, it is only
fair that women emphasize ~mQ.ti.Qn.: Women,
expressed views contrary to the traditional
stereotype of a higher degree of male
however, maybethinking thattheir econcmicrole
independence. Though somewhatsurprising, this ' i s no less than that of their partner's and that the
. parallels a recent finding by Campbell (197S~ that·
emotional(loving) input should be equal as well.
single (and presumably independent) women are
. This is consistant with Coppinger and
aetuallymore contented with lifethan singlemen .... Rosenblatt's (1968) idea that economically
across all ages.
.
.
-.
indenpendent men and" women show strong
. The overall pictu~eJ~ate~erges_is one _..
wherein our male' subjects expect women to '.
.provide more of the warmth and romance ,in. .
romantic relationships. The female subjectS.·are \
more concerned about their independenceand .... \
appear to expect man and woman to be eventually'
romantic ina love relationship.
In future research, it would be interesting;to.
determine more specifically the exdtent to which
the increasing independence of woman today is
responsible for these discrepancies between .the
sexes.However,a consideration of Coppinger and
Rosenblatt's (1968), Rosenblatt's (1970), and
Oion and Dion's (1973) work leads to some .:

romantic love. Our .~ta does not suggest that
women ar~ prescribing le~s emotion from
females b~ rather more emotion from men.
Ourfindings Indicatethat changing social and
economic roles are reflected in differing
conceptionsof ideal romantic behavior. That men
appear reluctant to accept the new roles and
consequently demand of owmen that they show
more romantic behavior must prove to. be .a
problem in many relationships. One cannot help
but wonder to what extent these-discrepancies
betweenthe sexes maybe contributing to unhappy
marriages and divo!~~.
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